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the application is signed by a valid certificate issued by ". " the trojan.simatic.s7.sh backdoor is part of an exploit framework that can be used by hackers to gain full control of simatic plcs over the internet. the code allows hackers to download various payloads to the simatic plc, including a password cracker. "if a hacker gains access to a simatic plc over the internet, he
can use this backdoor to spread the trojan.simatic.s7.sh code to the simatic plc, and then he can install his own payload to the plc," dragos researcher sam hanson wrote. "if a hacker gains access to a simatic plc, he can use the backdoor to install his own payload or a password cracking script." the malware attempts to authenticate the password by hashing the com port
input byte stream against the password. however, as demonstrated by dragos, the com port is not available during authentication. the password hash is appended to the com port input stream. the resulting byte stream is then hashed, and the result is compared to the password hash. if the hashes match, authentication is successful. the com port is not available, which

means that it is not possible to authenticate the password using the login routine. however, the password can be authenticated by hashing the stream of the com port. this is a very fast method for getting username and password of the plc. however, the com port is not available during authentication so it is not possible to reset the com port to its initial state. so we can not
change this. to prevent this, it is recommended that the plc administrator change the default password to a complex password. a complex password would include at least one of the following: a password that has at least two characters (including non-alphanumeric characters) a password that includes both upper and lowercase letters a password that includes both

numbers and letters a password that includes both uppercase and lowercase letters
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if this functionality is available, then it is highly recommended that the plc administrator disable it. this will prevent the possibility of the configuration file being used to reset a password on a simatic plc. it is also recommended that the plc administrator set the default password to something other than ‘12345678’. if you are not sure about the default password, then you
can request this information from your vendor. the password is stored in the plcs eeprom and is only accessible through the specified com port. the module is selected during the first boot of the plc to ensure it only discovers plcs without a password, by setting a default value of 0x0 in the eeprom. the module is configured using four switch inputs, as seen in figure 2. the
simulation module accepts four switches, each corresponding to a bit in the eprom. the first switch is used to enable or disable the eeprom write. if enabled, the eprom is accessible to the module, allowing it to read the password. the other three switches are used to define the eprom address. any bit set to one enables the corresponding part of the eeprom to be read by
the module. the eeprom address is shown to the user as the yellow bar in figure 3. while troy and oscar are still trying to crack the password, hector, one of troy's coworkers, returns from vacation. hector notices the cracked plc password on troy's engineering workstation. he immediately alerts his supervisor. troy is fired on the spot. hector is now in charge of troy's plc.

hector has a new supervisor and his previous supervisor returned from vacation. hector says that troy was trying to crack the password and troy was fired on the spot. 5ec8ef588b
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